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OF CIRCLE COUNCIL MEETING

HELD ON 12.05.2017

AT NAGPUR

At the beginning of the meeting the Chairman of the CCMand CGMWTP,
was welcomed along with the leader at staff side and the Secretary (staff side)
of the CCM. The other members of the CCMwas also welcomed in the inaugural
address by CGM. He appreciated the cordial atmosphere maintained in WTP
between administration and the staff side. Further he also congratulated all
the officers and staff of WTP for achievement during the year 2016-17 in spite
of many hurdles. He informed the house that during the year 2016-17 ATDs for
approx. 395 Crores have been raised by WTP to WTR and other Circles which is
a record in the history of WTP. At the end he told that all the points raised in
the CCM will be well taken care of as per the rules and regulations on the
subject.
Shri S.K. Kulkarni, leader of staff

side in his address welcomed all the

members in the first CCM and he thanked administration of WTP for their
welcome and warm gesture towards the staff side. He further emphasised that
Circle Council meeting is a quorum to improve the relations between the
Management and staff side. He specifically mentioned that in WTP cordial
atmosphere has always prevailed in the past. In his address he requested that
the information regarding welfare activities related to the staff and minutes of
the meetings may be sent to member through email for their timely information.
He also requested that user ID and Password of WTP Intranet side may be
provided to CCM members also so that they can be updated on daily basis
regarding all activities. He concluded with the hope that the meeting will be
transparent and issues will be settled amicably in the interest of the employees
and organisation both.
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After

the welcome and inaugural address of Chairman and Leader of the

CCM the meeting started with the agenda points.

The discussions held and

decision taken is as follows: 1) Treatment taken by employee under BSNL MRS scheme:
PGM(TP-I) has informed that this is an old issue and requested that this
issue may also be taken up at the National Council for the benefit of the
employees of BSNL.

It

was informed that many good hospitals are

empanelled by respective Circles except for few areas/cities.

The CCM

members requested that WTP should enter into agreement with good
hospitals separately on which Chairman informed that this responsibility
is given to territorial

Circles because bulk of employees are working with

them and therefore

hospitals can be negotiated in a better manner. In

WTP at many places very few no of employees is working and therefore it
may not be practical to enter into separate agreements. The leader of
the staff

side informed that matter has already been taken up in the

National Council and a Committee is working on it.

In the meantime, it

was assured by the Management side that indoor/outdoor bills will be
settled within a reasonable time and for these instructions will be issued
to

all the

concerned officers.

Further

it

was requested

by the

Management side that the employeesare instructed to fill up a check list
along with the submission of the bills which will expedite the proceedings
and settlement

of the bills. Shri. Rajesh Srivastava, CCM Secretary

raised the issue of Shri Gundu Kadamwhose Medical Bill is pending since
long due to Hospital charging more than the CGHS Rates and Advance
taken by Hospital from the Employee. Shri S. M. Chilamwar also raised
the issue of Shri Gopal Thakre Medical Bill which is pending since long.
The Management promised to look into the matter and resolve the issues.
As discussed in the CCMthe list of empanelled hospitals will be uploaded
on the front page of the WTP web site.
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2) Provision of Office amenities:
The Secretary of the CCM has raised certain issues regarding the tube
lights which are not available and cleanliness is not proper in many
offices. He further stressed that no locking system in the cupboard are
available for keeping important files.
The Chairman has expressed that due care of all these items is to be
taken by the local Divisional Officers and therefore these issues
should be raised first at the local LCM and for Circle office
AGM(Admn) will look after and in consultation with the Secretary
specific provisions of these items.

for

During the discussions the point was raised regarding up keeping of
LQ at Dadar. The Chairman told that this point is being taken care
off. Weeding out of the records are being done on a regular basis and
should be ensured in the coming year also.
3)

Concessional Telephone to Retired Employee
The point was raised that some retired employees are not getting
reimbursement of the amount paid by them for concessional telephone
facilities. It was informed by the administration side that MTNL is
not allowing 30'Yo rebate to some of the retirees.
It was decided that on this issue decision will be taken favourably to
allow the full amount to the employees limited to their

entitled

amount.
4)

Use of WTP site:
On this issue it was informed by the Management that all
correspondence/letters
are uploaded in WTP site only. However,
instruction will be issued again to curtail the correspondences through
post. In this connection, Shri A.S. Rathore raised a point that NITs
are not being up loaded in the intranet site of WTP to enable all to see
the NIT. It was informed that Tender wizard site can be viewed for
NITs. User Id and Pass word is required only to the persons who are
willing to participate in the tender. Therefore, this can be seen by all
the employees to view the NITs. The tender document is standardised
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and uniformly being followed by all the units which is already available
on WTP intranet site.'
5)

Compassionate Ground Appointment/Family Pension:
As all the cases have already been processed and this point is declared
closed.

6)

Sanction of GSM Cell One comection to Circle Council Members:
In this connection CGMand the Chairman of CCMinformed that it will
be duly considered in accordance to the rules and regulations in the
matter. However, Leader of the Council has requested that it may
kindly be considered favourably.

7)

Provision

of

Pre-paid

GSM SIM

Card

to

all

Non-executive

Employee:
The pending provision of pre-paid SIM to non-executive is related to
EMA Nagpur and Dy.GM EMA informed in the meeting that early
action will be taken to provide the same to all the eligible staff. In
this connection it was discussed that CUG availability on these nos.
should be provided. In this connection, PGM(TP-I) has informed that
due action wiII be taken.
8)

Revision of rate for amenities given to staff:
During the discussion CCM members have opined that a Committee
should be formed to decide the rates for WTP Circle. After
discussion the CGM and the Chairman of CCM decided that the rates
of concerned Territorial Circles will be followed in WTP. He further
requested that CCM members particularly who are the members or
office bearers of CCMof the concerned Circle should raise this issue
in their respective CCM also. The items and periodicity will be
maintained. All DGMs will be instructed for strict adherence.
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9)

Non-payment of T.A. Advance in time:
On this point it was informed that TA Advances are being made
wherever funds are available timely. However, whenever funds are not
available TA Advances are paid late. It was requested by management
that if any specific case is there that may be informed.

10) Shortageof

J AO/Non-executive

in

the

%

CGM

WTP

Office/other offices of WTP:
CCMSecretary pressed very hard for postings of J AOs in WTP due to
the acute shortage of staff. The case for posting of additional staff
has been taken up with the concerned Circles. Maharashtra Circle has
already called volunteers for working in WTP which is in process.
11) Confidential Report (CR) of Non-executive:
This issue was further

discussed and CCMmembers have shown their

concern that writing of CR is not known to the concerned employee.
Therefore, it was decided that Xerox copy of the CR letter will be
provided to all the employees and the certificate from the officers
concerned will be taken that writing of CR is completed and disclosure
of CR is also done. Necessary instructions will be issued in this
regard.
12)

Conversion of TSM to RMs and C/l to RIM:
The case for conversion from TSM to R/ M and C/L to R/ M has already
been taken up and is in process.

13)

Posting of TM in WTP:
PGM(TP-I) has informed that he has personally taken up the matter
with GM(HR) Maharashtra Circle and requested for early decision in
the matter. The case is already in process in Maharashtra Circle and
decision is awaited.

14)

Printing of Diaries and calendars:
The issue was discussed and the diaries wiII be distributed
month of December/January henceforth.

in the
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Other Points:
A) Shri Rajesh Srivastava CCM Secretary, Shri N.J. Bhatia, CS, GJ
Circle, Ahmedabad in union with other CCM Members requested for
the provision of Bag for carrying Agenda and other relevant
documents for CCM Meetings. They also pointed out that this has
been facilitated in the past and MH Circle / Gujarat Circle also
provided the same to their CCM Members. Chairman assured that the
request will be duly considered.
B) A point was raised by Shri. S. C. Khapre, CCM Member, regarding
procurement of land being used for stores at Gandhinagar, Bhopal. It
was informed that State Government is asking a huge amount for the
transfer of Land. The Case is sent to the State Revenue Secretary
for reconsidering for a lesser amount. Accordingly, a final decision will
be taken.
C) The Leader of CCMShri. K.S. Kulkarni, raised the issue of Shri. Dev
Singh (ATT), who has still not received his Presidential Order. PGM
(TP-I) informed that all necessary formalities from WTP Office has
been done long back and the issue is regularly being persuaded with
MP Circle Office for issue of the Presidential Order. Further Shri K.
S. Kulkarni CCM Leader requested to provide him with all pending
cases of Presidential Orders so that he could take up the issue with
BSNL CO during the National Council Meeting for an early solution on
the matter.
Meeting ended with vote of thanks to the chair.
Encl: List of participants.
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WTP, Mumbai - 400 054
To,
1) Shri. K. S. Kulkarni, CCMLeader.
2) Shri. Rajesh Shrivastava, CCMSecretary.
& All other Participants.
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